INTRODUCTION
The analysis presented in this paper is based primarily on a body of data comprising seven allomorphic prefixes and a representative number of verb stems listed in their third person singular forms. 1 An earlier, unpublished structural analysis of the same data yielded four ad hoc verb root classes, three of which were divided into subclasses. Even then, certain of the verb root sets did not fit the classification.
The analysis below was done within the generative framework and was especially designed to account for the verb paradigms given in Tables A-E. Any data that may seem to be exceptional to the rules below require careful consideration before changes are made since certain morphemes (such as -a-(causative)) are marked to not undergo some rules. Where possible, non-verb fonns are provided to give additional confirmation of the validity of this analysis. It should be borne in mind that this paper represents an initial attempt to analyze Seri verbs from the generative approach. Considerable refinement will be necessary as study continues. Tables A-E . Al~hough at first glance these verbs appear to be highly irregular, most noticeably the vowels, the analysis presented below is able to account for all but three forms. (See the astr~risked forms in Tables A and D .) The following affixes, though havin9 considerable allomorphy ort the surface, have the underlying forms (UF'c;) shown below. The structure of the verb forms used in this analysis is as follows:
VERB PREFIXES AND STRUCTURE Seven forms of each verb are listed in
Non-negative nominalized form:
Non-neg Norn, (3rd Object), Verb Stem, (Clitics)
Negative nominalized form:
(3rd Object), Neg Norn, Verb Stem, (Clitics)
Finite verb form:
(3rd Object), SPM, Tense/Mode, Verb Stem, (Clitics) Some verbs may be used transitively or intransitively (see Table C} . Most of these verbs when used intransitively require the intransitive marker -o-after the nominalizer of Tense Marker. (See Table D There are also phonemic long vowels (2 mora length) corresponding to each of these vowels in the phonemic system. (At present, I consider vowels of three and four mora length to be the result of clusters of long and short vowels.)
ANALYSIS
The following morphophonemic rules account for the verbs listed in Tables A-E. Brute Force Rule I
The following rule accounts for the occurrence of e or ee in a number of forms where we would expect to find oi or ai-otherwise. This rule could be formulated as follows:
.! Fronting:
[ +str]
An i is deleted when it is preceded by a consonant and followed by a morpheme boundary, consonant, and stressed vowel. This rule does not operate across word boundaries. The effect of this rule (and others) is to make the presence of the 3rd object morpheme and the i of the future and perfect morphemes virtually unseen except in forms which have verb stems whose UF begins with a short non-high vowel. This rule is illustrated by the followinq data. 'own basket' 'lack' ( Neg . Hom. ) ( Neg • Nom. )
This rule is ordered before a rule not used in verb formation which deletes the first stress of a compound word, as the data below i 11 us trate.
,, xpanaams xpanamsaok:J. xpanamsyai:J.kkWai:J.
This rule follows the i Deletion rule because i Deletion feeds it.
'be lukewarm' '-swallow' (Trans.) (Perf.) (Perf.)
This rule operates across word boundaries. The vowel of a prefix is deleted when it precedes a short high stem vowel.
It is also deleted before the causative morpheme -a-(not treated in this paper) and the intransitive marker -o-. Tile morpheMe -i-(3rd object) is marked to not undergo this rule. This rule does not apply to vowels which are not in prefixes and operates across morpheme boundaries only, as shown by the forms below. 
'his/her bone 1 'snake vertebrae'
?ant ~ i ki ntkmi naa fo 'You really didn't go anywhere?'
This rule can be formulated as follows:
Vowel Deletion II A vowel is deleted when it precedes a morpheme boundary and a long vowel. This is illustrated by the following data.
'be light-'be fast' 'be fast' 1 look at 1 This rule can be formulated as follows:
Vowel Deletion III:
Stress Shift I am assuming in this analysis that stress is underlying, at least in verbs. The stress of the initial vowel of a verb stem is shifted to.the vowel of the prefix sometimes, however. This is illustrated by the following forms.
This rule is ordered after Vowel Deletion I and Vowel Deletion II because it is bled by those rules. It is ordered before Vowel Deletion IV because it feeds that rule. This Stress Shift rule can be formulated as follows:
[ A short i becomes e when it is followed by a morpheme boundary and an! (short or longT. This is illustrated by the following data. This rule is ordered after Vowel Deletion IV because it is fed by that rule. Tilis rule ca:, be formalized as fol lows:
i Lowering: i-+-e / + a
Stressed Vowel Lengthening
A high stressed vowel is lengthened when it is followed by a morpheme boundary and a consonant. The morpheme -i-(3rd object) is marked to not undergo this rule. Tne operation of this rule is illustrated by the following data. This rule is ordered after Vowel Deletion IV because it is fed by that rule.
Unstressed Vowel Lengthening
An unstressed vowel is lengthened if it follows a stressed vowel and a consonant and precedes a consonant. The unstressed vm-Jel must be in the same morpheme as the stressed vowel. k Labialization When a kw is followed by a k, the labialization is pronounced after the second k-:-This is illustrated by the forms below. smekkeeka1a sXapWka1a ~MoXkkwa?a yo~6oxkw 'be lukewarm' {Fut.) 'shiver' {Fut.) 1 be four 1 {Fut. ) 1 be four 1 {Past) This rule can be formulated as follows:
Condition: Word-bounded.
Q Assimilation and Deletion
There are a number of verbs that superficially appear to be quite irregular. Some of these are listed in Table E . Sometimes a double consonant appears and at other times no consonant appears. I am proposing here that these verbs have stems that begin with a special consonant (I will use the symbol Qhere) which is never seen as a contrastive segment on the surface. When this consonant follows another consonant, it assimilates completely to that consonant. When it follows a vowel, it deletes. These rules are ordered after i Deletion since Q_ Assimilation is fed by that rule, and after St~ess Shift since Q_ Deletion has the potential of feeding that rule, but does not. The effects of these rules are illustrated below. 
